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C A T H O L I C
CHRISTMAS
APPEAL

MAKING SIMPLE
DREAMS COME TRUE

Graphic by Sarah Fuller

Richard lives in a tent across the street and eats at our soup kitchen.
He was recently released from prison after serving a ten-year sentence.
They gave him his $100 “gate money” and a bus ticket to skid row.
When he arrived, he asked Catherine for a broom, “so I can sweep up
around my tent,” and he asked her for one of our free shopping carts,
“so I can make a little money recycling.” This is the place they send
ex-cons, addicts, and the unemployed—the superfluous people.
At least once a week folks who have been gone for a while in jail
or prison “come home” to the Hippie Kitchen and tell us that the
whole time they were away they “dreamed of Hippie Kitchen
beans.”
This Christmas please help us to continue making this
simple dream come true.
Thank you. Many blessings.
Yours in peace,
Jeff Dietrich, for the Los Angeles Catholic Worker
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THIS IS THE PLACE THEY SEND SUPERFLUOUS PEOPLE

THIS CHRISTMAS

MAKE SIMPLE DREAMS
COME TRUE
Richard lives in a tent across the street and eats at our soup
kitchen. He was recently released from prison after serving
a ten-year sentence. They gave him his $100 “gate money”
and a bus ticket to skid row. When he arrived, he asked
Catherine for a broom, “so I can sweep up around my tent,”
and he asked her for one of our free shopping carts, “so I
can make a little money recycling.” This is the place they
send ex-cons, addicts, and the unemployed—the
superfluous people.
At least once a week folks who have been
gone for a while in jail or prison “come home”
to the Hippie Kitchen and tell us that the
whole time they were away they
“dreamed of Hippie Kitchen
beans.”
This Christmas please help us
to continue making this
simple dream come true.
Thank you. Many
blessings.
Yours in peace,
Jeff Dietrich, for the
Los Angeles Catholic
Worker

THEY GAVE HIM $100 AND A BUS TICKET TO SKID ROW
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MAKING SIMPLE DREAMS COME TRUE

POOR
LIVES
MATTER

By MAEREG TESFAYE

R

ev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
was assassinated in Memphis when he participated
in the Sanitation Workers’ Strike and was on his way to
organize the Poor People’s March in
Washington, D.C. When we celebrate Martin Luther King Day, it is
important to note that we are only
celebrating his earlier days of activism, which culminated in his “I Have
a Dream” speech. The events of his
life following this speech are seldom
remembered: how he lost most of his
liberal friends when he condemned
U.S. imperialism in Vietnam, and
how, above all, he was assassinated
when he organized the nationwide
poor people’s campaign. His biggest
crime was not illegal trespassing,
unlawful assembly, vagrancy, inciting riots, conspiracy, or subversion
of the Constitution; he biggest crime
was trying to demolish the artificial borders between all oppressed
people and turning them against the
oppressive system.
When each small achievement is
nullified by a new form of oppression, we are constantly reminded of
Theodor Adorno’s piercing insight:
that there is no right in the wrong
playing field. As long as our field of
action, the borders of our undertakings, are in the wrong place, then
we cannot do right. Polishing,
sanitizing, and bandaging a corrupt
system is, fundamentally, as fruitless as leaving it alone. The fight for
women’s right to vote, for instance,
has brought about no significant
social change because the voting
system had remained corrupt.
The 2016 elections portray this dilemma more clearly than ever: voting in the United States has shown
itself to be the constitutional right
to select your oppressor. Asking for
accommodation into the existing
system of oppression is both ineffective and harmful because it is not
only a waste of radical passion, but it
also legitimizes the existing corrupt
system: the twin blinders that have
delayed the cause of the oppressed
everywhere in the world.
The first Catholic priest to ever
be put on the FBI’s Most Wanted
List, Daniel Berrigan, S.J.—who
was imprisoned several times for
protesting against war, breaking into
military facilities, burning draft files,
and conspiring against the president—represents a unique strand
of full-scale resistance. His poetry
expresses his outrage at the lack of
similar resistance in his country:
The war continues
Because the waging of war is total
But the waging of peace is partial.
When Alexander Solzhenitsyn
decried the “lack of moral courage”
in the U.S., it came from his observation on how, unlike Russian revolutionaries, the will to sacrifice was
much weaker among U.S. revolutionaries. Solzhenitsyn’s observation
coincides with that of Berrigan’s in
that the waging of oppression is total
and unless the waging of resistance
is equal to it, no change can ever be
achieved. A total waging of resistance, at any time, however, requires
sacrifice, which is often wrongly
conflated with passion. One can be
passionate about organic food and
the evils of industrial farming but
this is very much risk-free work that
demands little or no sacrifice.
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One pattern that stands out heavily throughout activism in the U.S.
(although there are exceptions, like
Berrigan and the Catonsville 9)
is that most of its battlefields are
centered only on accommodation.
The majority of significant movements have asked for their demands
to be accommodated by the existing
system, never for the existing system
to be entirely changed. “Liberal”
newspapers like the New York Times
have worked very hard for several
decades trying to sanitize discussions and establish the borders of
debate. Now it is clear what topics
are permitted on the public platform:
women’s rights, gay rights, racial
justice, and environmental protection, among others.
Looking at racial inequality, writers
like Heather Long (in The Guardian)
and Mugambi Jouet (in Le Monde)
have pointed out that it is actually
a class difference and that the same
gap exists between elite black people
and poor black people. Such articles
are practically always rejected by all
major U.S. journals and newspapers.
Noam Chomsky states that there is
a five-letter word that is unutterable
in the U.S.: “as soon as you mention
the word class, everyone falls down
dead.”
On the other hand, it is permitted
and even encouraged to talk about
racial justice, gay rights, environmentalism, and so on. As long as
activists are asking to be accommodated by the existing system, they
will face minimal opposition from
the officials and significant support
from liberals. The treatment of Martin Luther King before and after his
shift towards social inequality stands
as evidence. Fighting the greater
social inequality, in this society, is
taking it way too far.
This does not mean that black
people are not targeted and attacked
by the police. It means rather that
the attack comes from a much larger
problem, a disease of which racial injustice is only a symptom; and quelling the symptom alone can bring
about no radical change. The signing of the Civil Rights Act has made
it possible for some black people to
drive in limousines, own mansions,
and even be elected president, but
for the majority of lower class black
people, very little has changed.
Often our perception of social
problems is limited to what we can
see on the surface: we equate racial
equality with the right of black
people to sit at the front of the bus
or dine at any restaurant, we equate
freedom with the abolition of chattel
slavery, both of which are superficial
changes. If I am not able to feed my
family, it matters not where I sit in
the bus. If I am in prison for some
meaningless charge, it matters not
where I am allowed to dine. If I cannot till my own soil, it matters not if
I am labeled a slave; I have to work
for the enrichment of someone else
anyway (the difference is that the

WHO IS HE
He’s George Corey Wallace,
race-baiter,
in sheep’s clothing, standing in
the school house door.
Before he’s finished there may
not even be a door.
What good is education if it
only makes you
less fearful, a more wary
consumer.
We’ve learned lately that fear
too can be bought
and sold like any commodity,
sand
to stick your head in and
smother. The man
who shot the buffalo from the
back of a railroad car,
plunderer of the female land
from his high perch,
scion of the rich, deceiver of
the poor, a warrior
who never left his arm chair,
criminal
sharpie. Who is he?
I needn’t say his name. You
know
already, like you know the
apple of your DNA
your too human birthright, the
flame of your fear
that must be dowsed from
where it starts, first,
by an act of will. Start now. Ω
The poet Richard Nester is a
longtime friend of the Los Angeles
Catholic Worker. His latest book is
Gunpowder Summers, Kelsay Books.
threat of flogging has now changed
to the threat of homelessness and
starvation). No change can be
brought about by asking for accommodation. Unless the entire system
is fundamentally changed, injustice
will remain.
Racism is a real sickness in this
society. But fighting this singular
entity without paying any attention to
the system from which it spawns is
futile work. We can look at presentday Islamophobia, which is a direct
result of the war on the Middle East.
Throughout history, whenever war
is on the horizon, the very first campaign before the bombs begin to fall
is demonization of the enemy. The
first and most important act of war is
the demonization campaign.
In the United States, the source
of racism is slavery. For an entire
people to organize and commit
mass-slaughter or mass-enslavement,
they first need to be convinced that
their victims are something less than
human. An oppressive system will
make use of any resource, no matter
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how inhumane, in order to sustain
its oppression. In order to sustain
slavery, which was a very profitable
industry, the people in power had to
use racism. In order to declare warfare, another profitable endeavor, the
people in power had to use Islamophobia.
Although racial and religious antagonisms exist, there is a certain
schism here: it is wrong to conclude
that slavery is a color issue and that
Islamophobia is a religious issue.
Before, during, and after the TransAtlantic Slave Trade, Abyssinia
(present-day Ethiopia), although it
was never colonized, remained one
of the largest slave trading regions
in Africa. Racism was used by the
hegemonic northern ethnic groups to
enslave what were considered inferior tribes in the south. Institutionalized racism is an economic policy.
So is Islamophobia, which, in its
manifestation, only applies to poor
Muslims. The idea that an antiMuslim agenda is present among
Western governments breaks down
when it come to rich Muslims. At
the same time as Europe was tightening its borders against Syrians, it
was passing a law to grant visa-free
entrance to all citizens of the United
Arab Emirates. There is indeed a
serious program to keep Muslims
out of the “civilized world,” a cause
that right-wing conservatives are
pushing with renewed momentum,
but this certainly does not concern
Saudi Arabians or Qataris; only poor
Muslims have to worry about going
to Europe and surviving there. In
the same way, the idea that there is
a categorical war on black people,
in the form of police brutality, break
down in two significant places: in
rich black neighborhoods and in poor
white neighborhoods.
Unfettered capitalism will create
and/or manipulate any sentiment
as long as it is profitable. Racism,
for a long time, and still today,
remains highly profitable. As long
as the lower and working classes
are divided among themselves, they
cannot become a nuisance to the
people in power. The fight against
racism is not a head-on battle, rather
it is a shifting of energy towards the
real oppressors, breaking of meaningless antagonism, and a raising of
consciousness of one’s true position
within the larger society. The only
way that racism, xenophobia, and
homophobia have been overcome in
the past and can be overcome now
is by people working together for a
common cause, along similar class
interests: labor unions and joint
activism. When poor people of all
kinds identify with one another and
form an alliance against an oppressive, parasitic system that is taking
advantage of them, only then can
inner differences be overcome and
real change be brought about.
One statistic that is almost never
reported is the fact that the majority of the prison population is lower
and working class. Of the 2 million
prisoners in the United States, over
75% are poor and they come from
poor neighborhoods, where, incidentally, there is an overwhelming
police presence. There is an entire
country behind bars, a country full
not of criminals alone, but mostly
victims of a criminal system. David
Graeber, a London-based anthropologist and activist, breaks down how
the criminal justice system works:
“The police spend very little of their
time dealing with violent criminals,
indeed, police sociologists report
that approximately 10% of the average police officer’s time is devoted to
criminal matters of any kind. Most
Continued on page 6
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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS
It is part of the Los Angeles Catholic
Worker mission to found and support
sister house communities. Currently
there are nine sister houses in the
U.S. as well as one in Mexico and one
in Kenya. The Las Vegas Catholic
Worker, the first sister house, founded
by Julia Occhiogrosso, recently celebrated its 30th anniversary.
Agitator: The first thing I want to
do is to congratulate you on your 30th
anniversary of the Las Vegas Catholic Worker. The Las Vegas house is
our very first sister house. Can you
tell us a little bit about how the house
started?
Occhiogrosso: I originally came to
Las Vegas to participate with the Nevada Desert Experience at a Lenten
witness at the Nevada Nuclear Test
Site. At that time, the Nevada Desert
Experience was the Franciscan
presence at the test site in protest of
nuclear testing. They held vigils out
there during Lent and invited people
to come and participate with them.
At the time I was living at the Los
Angeles Catholic Worker.
While I was there, I had this idea
that it would be possible to have an
ongoing Catholic Worker witness
at the test site and in Las Vegas, so
when I returned to Los Angeles I
brought the idea up with the community. They were a little reluctant to
commit to something that far away.
However, the community did decide
to help organize trips to the test site
for people from Los Angeles. Once
the LACW folks actually came out
and participated at the event…well,
at that time, part of the LACW’s
new mission was to start sister house
communities, which was how I was
commissioned to begin the Las Vegas Catholic Worker.
Agitator: As I remember it, the first
event at the Nevada Desert Experience took place on the 500-year anniversary of St. Francis, did it not?
Occhiogrosso: Yes. Connecting
with the Franciscans and being out
in the desert in that prayerful environment felt really powerful to me.
I remember one of the witnesses out
there with the Franciscans where we
processed single-file down the road
to the test site with the grand desert
expanse in front of us. A Franciscan friar met us and greeted us by
putting a symbol around our necks, a
peace crane, I believe. It was really
powerful.
Agitator: You recently hosted an
international gathering of Catholic
Workers. Could you give some highlights of that event?
Occhiogrosso: There were a lot of
highlights. There was such a great
diversity of people; people of all
ages and from such different backgrounds. We had representation
from Amsterdam, Germany, Australia, and Mexico. We also had people
from New York and from all across
the nation—representing 26 different cities. For the first time we had
a marching peace band, with folks
playing brass instruments out at the
test site and at Creech Air Force
Base, which added a lot of spirit.
There were many wonderful workshops. Brendan and Willa, from the
Baltimore Catholic Worker, spoke
eloquently about their experiences
and shared from their book 48 Years
of the Catholic Worker Life. We also

TRUMP

THE GRINCH WHO
STOLE CHRISTMAS
By JEFF DIETRICH

On Wednesday, November 9, I woke
up at 7am, looked on the Internet
for election results, and promptly
went back to bed, incapable of facing
the first day of the coming Donald
Trump presidency. When I finally
roused myself, I again turned my
computer on and typed in “California secessionist movement.” And up
popped the Calexit website. It turns
out that California has the sixth
largest economy in the world. We
don’t need the rest of the Union. The
bad news is that it requires a constitutional amendment for California to secede; but it just might be worth a try.
The only thing I enjoyed about
watching the election returns was
observing all of the pundits and pollsters at about 8pm when Trump won
Florida and was leading in Michigan, then it started to dawn on them
that they had gotten it completely
wrong, as it seemed clear that Trump
might actually win the presidency.
They looked wide-eyed, these guys in
bad ties, all fumbling and stumbling
to explain what had gone wrong.
How could this trash-talking, bombastic buffoon possibly get elected?
How could we have possibly been
so wrong? No one had plumbed the
depths of working-class discontent
that had festered over the years.
The Bill Clinton neoliberal theory
was that we could abandon the party
of Franklin D. Roosevelt, screw over
the traditional pro-union, workingclass with trade deals and Wall
Street Banking Modernization Acts,
and still hang on to those folks because, “they had no place else to go.”
Well, they found a place to go, just

like the working-class of 1930’s
Germany found a place to go. They
went with Fascism, because there was
no other choice. And it seems that
the white, male working-class of this
country has made the same choice.
During the campaign, Donald
Trump said that he wanted to put
Hillary Clinton in jail. I would be
delighted. She deserves to go to jail,
and why not put Bill Clinton away as
well for the disastrous Banking Modernization Act, NAFTA, instituting
mass incarceration, ending welfare,
and abandoning the working-class.
And while we are at it, why don’t we
prosecute Debbie Wasserman and
the entire Democratic neoliberal establishment for screwing over Bernie
Sanders, 98 percent of the population, and frankly, the Democratic
Party itself.
Hillary was a known quantity. She
has been a public figure for thirty
years and if you voted for her you
knew exactly what you were getting:
more war, more trade deals, more
Wall Street philandering. It is quite
likely Bernie Sanders could have
won the election hands down and the
Democrats would have prevailed in
Congress as well. Instead, the party
is in absolute shambles. Moreover,
we are the laughing stock of the
world. We have elected a bombastic
billionaire reality show host, who entered the race just to boost his brand,
but ended up winning the presidency
of the most powerful nation on earth.
We have made a mockery of democracy.
It is worth noting that this is the
second time in this century that
Democrats have won the popular
Continued on page 6

had an open mic talent show. I was
shocked at how many people performed beautifully: singing, playing
instruments, reciting poems, and
telling stories. There were awesome
insights shared.
Agitator: This is not the first
national gathering that you have
hosted. How many national gatherings have you held in Las Vegas?
Occhiogrosso: This was the fourth
one. The first one was in 1987. I had
been in Las Vegas for only a year at
that time.
Agitator: That event was on Dorothy Day’s birthday, was it not?
Occhiogrosso: Yes, her 90th birthday.
Agitator: And Brazilian Archbishop Dom Helder Camara attended.
Occhiogrosso: Yes, along with
Cesar Chavez, and Shelly Douglass
then of the Ground Zero community.
It was quite a gathering. I was only
26 years old and I was quite nervous
about it. I was scared even to speak
in front of a crowd, let alone conduct
nonviolence training to all these
Catholic Workers. But at this last
gathering nerves were not an issue for
me whatsoever. I guess I grew up.
Agitator: Yes, you did and rather
nicely. Could you tell us a little bit
about the work that you do at the Las
Vegas Catholic Worker?
Occhiogrosso: Our main ministry
is the soup line and we do that four
days each week. We also operate
a food pantry where we give food
boxes out to families. We do a
hospitality day providing showers
and laundry and a meal, a day of respite, once each week. We witness at
Creech Air Force Base in opposition
to the drone program and we also do
a weekly vigil at the Federal Building here against the wars. We also
do a lot of community building. We
connect with various parishes and
try to ground them and give them
teaching and formation about the
Catholic Worker.
Agitator: Can you tell us a little bit
more about your work with Catholic
parishes.
Occhiogrosso: Well, for example,
yesterday we had a group of young
teens here. I enjoy connecting
with that age group, since I too
was young—I was just 18 when I
was first introduced to the Catholic
Worker, which is such an important
part of my own story—so I always
talk to the youth about that. I want
to be part of their formation so that
the experience here is not just about
serving, but also about sharing the
vision of the Catholic Worker movement and how it connects to their
faith lives. I want to make it relevant
for them.
Agitator: How did you first come to
the Los Angeles Catholic Worker?
Occhiogrosso: When I was 18 my
twin and I had just graduated from
high school in New York. As a gift
we were given a trip to California to
visit our older sister Rosemary, who
at that time was an L.A. Catholic
Worker community member. We
had a great time. Initially I had no
idea what the Catholic Worker was
about, but just being in the house and
connecting with the community was
powerful and transformative.
I was raised Catholic, went to
Continued on page 4
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WE KNOW WE ARE NOT ALONE

he gaudy, capitalist holy
city of Las Vegas might
seem like a strange place for
Christian-Anarchist identifying Catholic Worker movement to
host a gathering, but this is exactly
what happened over a long weekend
this past October 7–9. As you might
guess, this assembly (colloquially
referred to as “the national gathering” even though Catholic Workers
from Mexico, Germany, Australia,
and the Netherlands attended) did
not feature a mile-long buffet or any
of the other over-the-top amenities
you might expect at your usual Las
Vegas convention.
Rather, Catholic Workers spent
three days crammed into a giant
wedding tent erected on a vacant lot
adjacent to the Las Vegas Catholic
Worker’s John the Baptist House of
Hospitality in the austere neighborhood of North Las Vegas. This
temporary meeting place, set only a
few miles away from the neon glow
of the strip, held 170 people from 17
states. We ate, prayed, had roundtable discussions, and some even
slept there.
We were both young and old.
Some came from the largest cities on
earth, while others call small farms
home. Some have been a part of
the movement so long that they had
the honor of meeting Dorothy Day
in person, and others were so new
they were only halfway through The
Long Loneliness. But we were all
tied together by a calling to practice
the works of mercy and the Catholic Worker vision of creating a new
world in the shell of the old.
Most of our time was spent in
roundtable discussions (32 in all),
the third pillar of Peter Maurin’s
program that is often pushed aside
by the day-to-day needs of our houses of hospitality and farming communes. The wealth of knowledge
in the room was palpable. There
was a healthy mix of CW old timers
and new faces eager to discuss the
ideas that make the Catholic Worker
movement unique.
Are you interested in CW history?
In addition to a presentation about
the Catholic Worker Archives at
Marquette University by longtime
CW archivist Phil Runkel, there
were talks about the history of race
and LGBT issues in the movement.
For the more forward-looking
folks there was a talk about the
Catholic Worker movement’s future
as well as one on its continuing (or
not) relationship to the institutional
Roman Catholic Church. And while
there was no shortage of anti-nuke,
anti-drone, and anti-military presentations there were also roundtables
on permaculture and on listening, if
that was more your speed. We were
also honored to hear from Brendan
and Willa from the Viva House
Catholic Worker who shared stories
and art from their “long loneliness in
Baltimore.”
It was not all serious conversations though. There was plenty of
time for reuniting with old friends
and chatting with new ones. The
pinnacle of our light-hearted social
time was Saturday night’s talent
show. There were skits, stories, and
musicians playing ukuleles, tubas,
and everything in between.
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High School in 1977. Dan Jiru was
my religion teacher. I always wanted
to come back but never made the
time. Then in 2010 I was laid off from
my job and decided to come back
and have been a regular since. I
started volunteering on Tuesdays and
Thursdays until I returned to work.
Now I am here on Saturdays.

Marching to the main gate at Creech AFB

Julia Occhiogrosso
All Catholic Workers who attended the gathering - Mass at the Nevada National Security Site (NNSS)

John Perez
Martha Henessey (Dorothy Day’s
granddaughter) and Toni Flynn

Fr. Steve Kelly, SJ
celebrates liturgy
Our extended LACW family made
quite a showing. Our friend Rabbi
Seth Castleman told a story about
how our hands are the hands of God,
the Apel-Hernandez family from our
sister house in Guadalupe treated us
to a skit featuring a reworking of The
Addams Family Song, and the Casa
Colibri pairing of Manuel and Chava
brought the room to their feet with
their rendition of Cielito Lindo.
Our parting activity on Sunday was
the time-honored tradition of protesting war. We first gathered outside the
gate of the Nevada National Security
Site (formerly the Nevada Nuclear
Test Site) to celebrate mass. One
of our favorite CW priests Fr. Steve
Kelly, S.J., presided with the beautiful
Nevada desert as our sanctuary. The
Test Site has been called the most
bombed place on earth because of the
nearly 1,000 nuclear tests that have
taken place there, and to this day it
is still an important research facility.
At the conclusion of our service we
Continued on page 6

OCCHIOGROSSO cont’d from p.3
Catholic elementary school, but at
that time I was certainly doubting
the relevance of the gospel to my
life. Therefore, it was crucial for
me to see adult mentors taking the
gospel message seriously and integrating it into daily life. So, when I
came to Los Angeles to visit my sister and was exposed to the Catholic
Worker lifestyle, I really wanted to
go back and be a part of it.
Agitator: How long did it take you
to return to the LACW?
Occhiogrosso: I came back the
next summer and the summer after
that. And then I left school and
joined the community.
Agitator: So, the Catholic Worker
was your university experience?
Occhiogrosso: Yes, it was. I was
attending Portland University and
I really did not have a focus whatsoever. I went to talk to a school
counselor and I told him that what
I really wanted to do was to work
with the poor. I asked him, “Do you
have any classes that will teach me
how to work with the poor?” and I
will never forget his response. He

Band and choir during Mass at NNSS
was sitting there with his pipe in his
hand looking at me and probably
thinking: “No, we really don’t.” And
I thought, “Okay, that’s why I am
going to leave school.”
Agitator: Describe a typical day at
the Las Vegas Catholic Worker.
Occhiogrosso: On a typical day, we
are up at 4:30am. We have a guest
in the house and one of his jobs is to
get up even earlier to turn the pots of
water on so the water is hot by 4:30.
Then we start cooking 60 gallons of
food for the soup line. Another person in the house starts making hot
tea. We have volunteers come in at
5:30 and they help with any needed
prep work. We then go out to the
place where we serve and we finish
and return by 8.
On different days we do different
things after that. On Wednesdays, we
have about 20 guys over to the house
for showers and laundry. That is a
long day for us as they stay until 2:30.
I should mention that each morning before we go out to serve we do
Morning Prayer, with a reading of a
psalm and gospel, and also a reading
from Dorothy or Peter. That is part

of our daily ritual. Each day has its
own structure to it, but our lives are
an integration of prayer, ministry,
and witness.
Agitator: I would imagine that
there are at least one or two significant stories from your time in Los
Angeles. Could you share one of
those stories with us?
Occhiogrosso: At that time, in
Los Angeles, we were working with
families and children that lived in
the skid row hotels. I remember following Mary Smith, a nurse in our
clinic, as she visited various hotels,
talking to moms and trying to get
them to bring their children to the
playground project for kids. I was
tagging along behind her and taking
in the broken glass, the dreary hotel
rooms, the smell of urine in the hallways, and then looking around at these
little children living in these 10x10
rooms with their entire families.
Mary was talking to the moms
and the kids were looking through
the crack of the doorway from behind
their mom, staring up at me and
wondering what was going on. And
I remember at that moment thinking

Chava Coronado and Manuel
Hernandez during talent show

Rozella Apel in skit costume
for talent show

that I would like to leave school and
join the Catholic Worker. It was
very powerful for me. I just wanted
to be with these people.
Agitator: I have been to Las Vegas
a number of times. It is the last
place in the world that I would want
to live; it seems like such a soul-less
place. Does that quality of Las Vegas impact you?
Occhiogrosso: Well, I think that
the key for me here is the relationships that I have cultivated. I guess I
am of the belief that as long as there
are human present. Well when I first
came here, I heard a lot of people say
they were so hungry to find community and connection, which has
certainly grown over the years. And
that is really what draws me back
here, even when I have been away for
a while. I also longed for the relationships that I have found here with
people on the journey who are so
generous, loving, spiritual, and very
grounded. That gives me life.
Also, when I first arrived here, I
was a little resistant to the natural
landscape of the desert. Coming
from New York, I was hungry for
rain. And yet, I have to say, as I
became more accustomed to the landscape I have developed a great affection for it. I really feel a connection
now to the desert landscape here.
Agitator: Would you like to talk for
a moment about composting?
Julia: Oh YES! Composting is one
of the simplest and one of the most

important things we can ever do.
When we compost, we take the
scraps from the soup kitchen and
mix them with the straw from the
chicken coop, and we create the
essentials of soil. I always include
our composting area on my tours
of the Worker. The kids look at it
and initially are repulsed. But I
tell them, “This is amazing.” I will
explain it and tell them how to do
it—all the steps. I tell them, “Look,
there are millions of microorganisms
in there.” And I tell them how ironic
it is that we find compost repulsive,
but it is so much more repulsive the
way we poison the earth by taking
our scraps and throwing them in the
trash and in landfills. You know,
composting is very symbolic of eternal life because nothing dies; it just
changes form. I am a strong believer
in this, and the kids really get it. Ω

JOHN PEREZ
L.A.C.W.
VOLUNTEER

For the first of what we hope to be
a regular column–Better Know A
Volunteer–we talked to our longtime
friend John Perez.

How long have you been volunteering at the Hippie Kitchen?
I first came as a senior at St. Paul

What is your involvement with the
St. Paul March for Hunger (a 26mile walk from East Los Angeles
to Santa Monica that raises money
for the LACW, started by Dan Jiru
in 1970)?
The first time I participated as an
alumni with the students. Since then
I have walked, probably six times,
with the Catholic Workers.
What is your favorite thing about
volunteering at the Hippie Kitchen?
My favorite thing is feeding people. The folks who come through the
line, the guests--seeing, greeting, and
feeding them. Also the community
and fellowship with other volunteers.
Seeing everybody on a weekly basis
is fun.
Did I hear correctly, you were a
punk rocker, John?
Yes, I still am. Probably always
will be.
Who are some of your favorite
punk rock bands?
Dead Kennedys, Middle Class,
Circle Jerks, and Black Flag. And
I liked the Red Hot Chili Peppers
before they became mainstream big.
Oh, and the Melvins. The Melvins
are kind of punkish metal.
What do you do when you are not
at the kitchen?
I work for Southern California Gas
Company in Anaheim. Family wise
I have a two-year-old granddaughter,
and a nine-year-old grandson, a wife,
and a son who is a rocker in a band.
Sometimes I will go to his shows. I
also enjoy whitewater rafting, which
is my favorite. Also the usual stuff
for Southern California: surfing,
golf, that kind of stuff.
If you could hire an airplane to
pull one message behind it while it
circled L.A., what would it say?
Let’s love each other.
Ω
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MAKING SIMPLE DREAMS COME TRUE
TESFAYE, cont’d from p.2
of the remaining 90% is spent dealing with infractions of various administrative codes and regulations.”
“Police are bureaucrats with
weapons. If you think about it,
this is a really ingenious trick.
Because when most of us think
about police, we do not think of
them as enforcing regulations. We
think of them as fighting crime, and
when we think of ‘crime,’ the kind
of crime we have in our minds is
violent crime, even though, in fact,
what police mostly do is exactly
the opposite: they bring the threat
of force to bear on situations that
would otherwise have nothing to
do with it, such as the enforcement
of civic ordinances about the sale
of untaxed cigarettes.” This was
written before Eric Garner was
strangled to death by New York
Police, as he repeated eleven times,
“I cannot breathe.” The reason he
was strangled was because he was
selling cigarettes on the street.
Perhaps the greatest achievement
of ruling classes everywhere in
the world is managing to sell the
idea that the police, prisons, and
courthouses are somehow there
for public safety, for the sake of
citizens. The reality is of course
entirely different; one would have to
be daydreaming not to see the fact
that the police are primarily there
to protect the rich from the poor.
When a group of rich people gather
to gamble with billions of dollars
and crash the nation’s economy, not
a single police officer shows up.
But when a group of poor laborers
gather and hold signs asking for
slightly better wages, more humane
working conditions and better
safety, or something resembling
health benefits, then the police
department shows up with the full
threat of force: tear gas, pepper
spray, cuffs, guns, tasers, clubs, and
riot shields.
To put it more plainly, the police
are there primarily to control, brutalize, and subjugate the poor. The
evidence is present everywhere. If
the police disappeared, only the rich
would be frightened by the ensuing vacuum. There is also the fact
that the legal system is arranged in
such a way that the rich and poor
are not treated equally for similar
offenses. And, most conspicuous of
all, police presence is incomparably
greater in poor neighborhoods.
There is no question that institutionalized racism is still a major
component of the oppressive
system, the same system that is
waging war, agitating for war,
manipulating weak nations, and
running torture cells on foreign soil.
Indeed, racial injustice is a terrible
and widely-practiced crime; I know
from personal experience, that,
because of my color, I have a much
higher chance of being a victim of
a police attack, anything ranging
from harassment to murder. Yet
I also know that asking for better
treatment by an already existing
system of oppression is like asking
for water while being poisoned.
If racial injustice disappears, still
injustice remains.
Drawing borders between oppressed people is something that tyrants have been doing for centuries.
It is said that, “war is a bayonet
with a worker on each side.” Much
harm is done to the cause of the
oppressed when resistors themselves
draw such borders. Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. realized this fact and
planned the Poor People’s March—a
poor people’s campaign. For the first
time, the artificial borders dividing
the poor were erased, and for this caring campaign, he was assassinated.
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The best way that the present momentum of activism can pay homage to Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.
is by making the same radical transition. We have once again come
to a point where people are losing
their faith in the ballot and making a
shift towards grassroots organizing.
It is clearer now than ever, with the
2016 elections—where people were
asked to choose the gentler of two
horrible monstrosities—that casting one’s vote will not bring about
any positive social change. The
disillusionment with Barack Obama
was also long overdue, but it came
nonetheless.
If there is one thing that has
remained of the Occupy movement, it is certainly that it made way
for Black Lives Matter. If there
is anything that can remain of the
Black Lives Matter movement, it is
a radical and comprehensive “Poor
Lives Matter” movement. This is
perhaps the only way we can move
beyond the constraints of established dogma, pushed by liberal
media and indirectly legitimized by
the conservative media. This could
very well be the next step.
Ω
Maereg Tesfaye is a Los Angeles
Catholic Worker community member.
DIETRICH, cont’d from p.3
vote and still lost the election. When
will they get a clue and get rid of the
Electoral College, which was created
to put a check on the urban “rabble
population” and give a leg-up to the
landed gentry in rural states?
I am a Catholic Worker, and in
following our founder Dorothy
Day, I do not vote. The last time I
voted for president, I voted for Dr.
Spock. But if I had voted, I would
have written in Queen Elizabeth,
in sympathy with the anglophile
who wrote a beseeching letter to the
Queen saying: “On behalf of the
people in the U.S. I beg you to take
us back…please! I beg you make
the United States of America a
colony of the United Kingdom.”
Unfortunately, the Queen declined. However, Monty Python
member John Cleese did respond
appropriately to our election results,
saying: “In view of your failure to
elect a competent President and thus
to rule yourselves, we hereby give
notice of the revocation of your independence, effective immediately.
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II will
resume monarchal duties over all
states, commonwealths, and other
territories (except Kansas, which
she does not fancy), as of Monday
next… Congress and the Senate will

be disbanded. A questionnaire will
be circulated next year to determine
whether or not you noticed.”
I believe a lot of the stuff that
Trump railed about during the election
will not be accomplished: building
hundred-foot walls along the border,
bringing back blue-collar manufacturing jobs, ignoring climate change and
reversing what little has already been
accomplished. But he will create the
most conservative Supreme Court
possible that may revisit Roe v Wade
as well as questions of gay marriage
and transgender restrooms. Trump’s
cabinet appointments thus far have
all the indications of a racist, fascist,
pro-business, white supremacist, and
highly repressive administration.
I suspect that the fight against the
Dakota Access Pipeline will no doubt
meet with increased opposition, that
Black Lives Matter folks, and protesters of all types, will be in jeopardy,
and I believe that it is imperative for
all of us to stand in solidarity with the
oppressed, remembering that: “When
they come for the innocent without
crossing over your body, cursed be
your religion and your life.”
But Trump, because of his relationship with Putin, might actually be able
to diminish tensions with Russia,
end NATO, and get us out of Syria.
He might be able to talk to Chinese
leaders and end the Trans Pacific Partnership trade pact. And while he may
not be able to wholly destroy ISIS, he
might be able to diminish the tensions
in the Middle East, so exacerbated by
the last two administrations. After all,
it was Richard Nixon who “opened”
China; only Republicans are allowed to
talk to communists. Maybe Trump can
do what Hillary Clinton could never
do—get us out of the Middle East.
I was recently asked to speak
to our parish confirmation class.
“Do you have any questions?” the
teachers asked the students after
I finished my presentation. The
students had no questions, but the
teachers did. After the election of
Donald Trump, the teachers wanted
to know what gives me hope.
I am trying not to be cynical,
though cynicism is currently my
fall-back position. I offered them
my favorite quote from Martin
Luther. He said: “If I knew that the
world would end tomorrow, I would
still plant a tree.” Luther believed
that the practice of hope is a duty
for Christians. I am desperately trying to practice hope as a duty. But it
is still an act of sheer will just to get
out of bed in the morning.
Ω
Jeff Dietrich is a Los Angeles Catholic Worker community member and
editor of the Agitator.
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KAYSER, cont’d from p.4
were led to the front gate by our CW
marching peace band who played
recognizable tunes such as This Little
Light of Mine and Down By the Riverside. Here thirty-two of us crossed
onto the property and were arrested,
cited, and later released.
Our day was only half over though,
as Creech Air Force Base is just a few
miles down the road from the test site.
Creech is home to the Predator drone,
the U.S. military’s new favorite tool of
terror. Here, again 13 Catholic Workers were arrested as they blocked the
road leading into the base. They were
transported by bus back to Las Vegas,
processed into the jail, and all were
released later that night.
A Catholic Worker gathering is a
unique thing. The work that we do,
resisting a system that sees those we
serve (as it does all of humanity) as
a means to an end, can be a difficult
and lonely thing. It is a huge boon to
us CWs when every five years we are
able to come together with each other.
As one of our newer community
members quipped, “It feels like going
to a family reunion with a friend.
Everyone seems to already know
each other, but even though I am new,
everyone is really nice.” The Catholic
Worker movement is indeed like a
family, and while we might be spread
out all over the country and world,
when we come together we know we
Ω
are not alone.
Theo Kayser is an LACW family
member.

NUCLEAR
MISSILES
By ALEXANDRIA ADDESSO

T

here are still 450 land-based
nuclear missiles housed on
United States soil, predominantly in silos in the upper
Midwest. Last December NukeWatch published Nuclear Heartland,
Revised Edition: A guide to the 450
land-based missiles of the United
States. Although a reduction from
1000 missiles to 450 has occurred,
where do we go from here?
In a New York Times Op-Ed piece
published last August, the founder
and chairman of Global Zero Commission on Nuclear Risk Reduction, Bruce G. Blair and James E.
Cartwright respectively, wrote about
the need to adopt a no-first-use
policy in terms of nuclear weapon
deployment. Cartwright is a former
commander of the United States
Strategic Command and Blair a former Minuteman launch officer.
“President Obama would be wise
to follow China’s example. As commander in chief, he can adopt nofirst-use overnight and lead the way
in establishing it as a global norm
among all of the nine countries with
nuclear weapons. The next president
ought to stay that course. Our nation,
our allies and indeed the world will
be better and safer for it.”
In addition, former Secretary of
Defense William J. Perry (Defense
News, Dec. 3, 2015), described the
missiles as “destabilizing, too easy
to launch on bad information, and
the most likely cause of an accidental nuclear war.” Lt. Gen. James
Kowalski and former Secretary of
Defense Chuck Hagel have also recommended the elimination of these
nuclear weapons. Therefore, is it not
now time to eliminate them?
(For more info on Nukewatch visit
http://nukewatchinfo.org)

Alexandria Addesso is a Los Angeles
Catholic Worker community member.

ON
THE LINE
RESISTANCE UPDATE
LACW community member Jed Poole,
along with former LACW community
member and now Kenya Catholic
Worker, David Omondi, and Veterans
For Peace activist, Chris Knudson, appeared in Santa Barbara Federal Court
on Thursday, November 17, for their
arrest at Vandenberg AFB on Hiroshima Day, August 6, 2016, in witness
against the diabolical insanity of U.S.
nuclear weapons policy.
Jed pled “guilty” to a trespass
charge, asked for immediate sentencing and was given 30 days in federal
prison and $40 in processing fees.
His self-surrender date is December 8
before 3pm at the downtown L.A. Metropolitan Detention Center.
David pled “not guilty” to a trespass
charge. He has a February 16, 2017
trial date.
Chris pled “guilty” to a trespass
charge and was sentenced to one year
supervised probation, and a $120 fine
along with $40 in processing fees.
LACW Karan Benton, who also was
arrested on the same day for violating
her “ban and bar” letter, rescheduled
her arraignment date to January 19, 2017.
U.S. WAR CRIMES
Prosecutors at the International Criminal Court (ICC) in The Hague recently declared there were preliminary
grounds to believe U.S. forces committed war crimes in Afghanistan and at
secret detention facilities elsewhere in

THE

HOUSE

JOURNAL

Hello avid Agitator readers! Welcome
to your one-stop column for everything
you need to know about the hospitality
trifecta that is the Hospitality Kitchen,
the Ammon Hennacy House of Hospitality and the Berrigan Resistance
Center, aka the LACW.
It has been an unseasonably warm
time here during these past autumn
months, both meterologically and socially speaking. Our hearts have been
warmed by many visits from friends
old and new, including a continuation of our fecund Australian streak.
October saw visits from Queensland
denizens Jane Hope and her daughter
who visited us and volunteered for
a week before continuing on to visit
their longtime friend Ched Myers of
Bartimaeus Ministries in Oak View,
California. Ched’s friends and cricket
enthusiasts Marcus and Chris also
stopped for a short stay at the house

2003 and 2004.
In a report, prosecutors said there
was a “reasonable basis to believe”
that U.S. forces had tortured prisoners
in Afghanistan and at Central Intelligence Agency detention facilities elsewhere in 2003 and 2004. “Members of
U.S. armed forces appear to have subjected at least 61 detained persons to
torture,” the prosecutors’ office, wrote.
It added that CIA officials appeared to
have tortured another 27 detainees.
		
—reuters.com
MARK ZWICK - R.I.P.

FIDEL CASTRO - R.I.P.
2016 has been an ironic year--especially in the last month. The election of
Donald Trump, the most iconic Capitalist, coupled with the death of Fidel
Castro, the most iconic communist
revolutionary. There have been joyous
celebrations of Fidel’s death among
Cuban American communities in the
U.S., yet one cannot deny the inspiration of his youthful commitment to
revolutionary action and his life-long
commitment to resistance, virtues we
will sorely need in the coming months
in our nation.
Although his dream of a perfect
communist nation may have been
flawed and misguided, in this time of
our nation’s capitalist ascendancy, we
shall soon see if the results of unbridled capitalism will be any less flawed
or misguided than Fidel’s.
Fidel Castro - ¡PRESENTE!

Mark Zwick, co-founder of the Houston
Catholic Worker’s Casa Juan Diego,
joined the Heavenly Cloud of Witnesses
on November 18, of Parkinson’s Disease.
He was 88.
In 1980, Mark and his wife Louise
founded Casa Juan Diego, where thousands of refugees escaping the civil wars
in Central America found safe harbor.
Later, Casa Juan Diego would expand
to include ten buildings and become a
beacon for immigrants fleeing violence
and poverty everywhere.
Casa Juan Diego offered food, shelter,
clothing, medical care, and kindness to
migrants with no place to go and few
places to get help.
Over the years, more than 100,000
undocumented men, women, and children spent at least one night at Casa
Juan Diego. The center continues to
offer hospitality and medical care, and
provides free food to approximately
500 families each week.
Mark Zwick - ¡PRESENTE!

Climate change is set to cause a
refugee crisis of “unimaginable scale,”
according to senior military figures,
who warn that global warming is the
greatest security threat of the 21st
century and that mass migration will
become the “new normal.”
Brig Gen Stephen Cheney, a member
of the U.S. State Department’s foreign
affairs policy board and CEO of the
American Security Project, said: “Climate change could lead to a humanitarian crisis of epic proportions. We

and volunteered at our kitchen on their
way up the coast to Oak View. We also
had documentary filmmakers Treena
Lenthall and David Bradbury and their
progeny visit and show us a documentary they made about an Australian
plowshares action and trial. In further
Australian news, we would be remiss
not to mention the brief but memorable visit by former community member and longtime friend Cath Robson
who enjoyed catching up with some of
her longtime friends here before heading back to the land down under.
We also enjoyed a week-long visit
by precocious genius, Notre Dame
student and South Bend CW volunteer
Emily Clements, who spent her spring
break holiday serving beans and salad
to our guests downtown. We enjoyed
Emily’s youthful energy and rapidly
acquired backgammon skills and we
thank her for spending time with us.
October also brought us a visit from
legendary artist, Catholic Worker and
all-around renaissance man, Manuel
Hernandez. He regaled us with stories
of Casa Colibri CW in Hostotipaquillo, Jalisco, Mexico, an LACW
sister house now celebrating its tenth
anniversary. He consorted with a flock
of fascinating former and new co-Casa
Colibri CW’ers, including Chris
Gorman and Adi Saavedra, and
introduced us to Chava Coronado
a multitalented opera singer/faithful
Casa Colibri Catholic Worker who
hails from Guadalajara. They brought
the house down with their musical
stylings at the International Catholic
Worker Gathering in Las Vegas. Upon
returning to Mexico they were joined
there by former LACW and New York
Catholic Worker Erica Brock, who
will be visiting for awhile.
We unpacked many of Manuel’s
lovely papel picados to decorate our
Day of the Dead altar this year, as is

the tradition, and Catherine Morris
led us in a memorial service at the
marigold-strewn altar for the many
people associated with the LACW
who have passed on over the years.
We were elucidated by various
Culture Critiques and Bible studies
at Hennacy House over the past few
months. Jeff’s publishers Theresia
deVroom and Elias Wondimu spoke
to us about history and politics in
Elias’ home country of Ethiopia, and
they also brought some really fancy
wine and cheese for happy hour. Mossimo from the Orange County Catholic Worker gave us a fascinating and
inspiring talk about the history of the
OCCW and the work they have done
there. We have continued a series of
considerations on the Catholic Worker
Aims and Means documents, and to
get us in the mood for Thanksgiving we recently watched the movie
Babette’s Feast. Some community
members and friends have also started
a book club. The first selection was
The Parable of the Sower by Judith
Butler, a near-future dystopia set in
California. The next selection is Guantanamo Diary by Mohamedou Ould
Slahi, a Mauritanian man imprisoned
at Guantanamo Bay prison for 14 years
without being charged with a crime.
He was finally released last month.
We are thrilled to have former community members Sam and Allison
currently parking their RV in front of
our house, living and working with
us. Sam has been doing drywall work
for us and built a new wall frame to
reinforce a termite-damaged section of the house. He has also been
concocting delicious baked goods for
us. Allison has been undertaking the
herculean task of cleaning up the files
and papers in the subterranean Agitator
room, where this very newspaper takes
shape. She has unearthed all manner of
objects in the storage room there, from

CLIMATE CHANGE

are already seeing migration of large
numbers of people around the world
because of food scarcity, water insecurity and extreme weather, and this is
set to become the new normal. Military
leaders have warned that immediate action is required. —theguardian.com
JAILED FOR WEARING BLM PIN
Andrea Burton, a 30 year-old Ohio
criminal defense lawyer, was handcuffed and jailed for refusing to take off
a Black Lives Matter pin while in court.
The Black Lives Matter pin was
about one inch across, the size of a
nickel. Burton refused an order to
remove the Black Lives Matter pin from
Youngstown Ohio Judge Robert Milich.
Burton told the Judge she was asserting
her First Amendment rights. “I am not
neutral to injustice, and to remain neutral becomes an accomplice to oppression.” The judge held her in contempt
of court, jailed her and sentenced her
to five days. After being jailed for five
hours and the NAACP was called in to
help, the judge released Burton pending
an appeal of his decision.
Burton paid a high price for her
convictions. After she was jailed,
Burton, who had been previously regularly appointed to represent numerous
Youngstown Municipal criminal defendants, said she was “frozen out” of the
appointment process for representing
criminal defendants and received no
appointments at all.
—counterpunch.org
On The Line is compiled and
edited by Mike Wisniewski.
stacks of old photos for Jeff and Catherine to go through and label, to a giant
container full of stuffed animals. Boxes
of old documents have been sent off to
archivist Phil Runkel at the Catholic
Worker Archives at Marquette University, and the basement has been transformed into an almost inviting space.
The only drawback to the basement is
its propensity to be flooded periodically
by backed-up sewage from the whole
complex of houses due to a suspected
broken pipe under the hillside that runs
down to the street. We are trying to
discern how to address this problem,
though we are concerned about what
will be found and the cost involved.
Please pray that a solution can be
found. In further infrastructure news,
the roof on the clinic downtown has
been leaking fiercely for some time,
and we have finally been forced to
bring in roofers to deal with this problem. It rains infrequently here but when
it does it can cause severe problems
with water building up on the flat roofs
of our downtown soup kitchen buildings and seeping through the ceilings.
In better news, we are currently enjoying a short visit from our longtime German friend Elena Klett. She brings much
joy into our lives and also spends time
with her friends at Homeboy Industries;
she will be with us until early December.
The best news of all, community
member Karan Benton was finally
able to receive cataract surgery this
month, after cataracts rapidly overtook
her vision a few months ago. She now
has vision restored in one eye, and is
awaiting surgery for the other eye. She
remains in treatment for her cancer.
As we gear up for Thanksgiving, we
give thanks for all who read this newspaper and support our work. Peace and
love!
House Journal is written by
Sarah Fuller.
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[RAINY SEASON NEEDS\
With the rainy season upon us, our friends on the street
are in need of inexpensive lightweight disposable rain ponchos
to protect themselves. If you can either send or deliver them to
632 N. Brittania St. L.A. 90033-1722, we, and our friends,
would greatly appreciate your generosity. Thank you. Many blessings

+ OTHER NEEDS +

Our foot care clinic is in need of Diabetic socks for our friends downtown.
Please send or bring them to Hennacy House. Thank you.
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CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL
Catholic Agitator Editor
Jeff Dietrich’s latest book–

JOIN US
You are cordially invited to celebrate this Advent season
in preparation for a Spirit-filled and joyous Christmas by
attending our weekly ecumenical home liturgy followed by
a potluck dinner on Wednesdays at 6pm at Hennacy House
632 N. Brittania St., L.A. 90033 • 323-267-8789
In these hard times, for a mere dollar you can give friends and family
a gift with meaning—a one-year subscription to the one and only
subversive Catholic Agitator, along with a card announcing your gift.
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FRIENDS AND FAMILY
FOR CHRISTMAS

THE GOOD
SAMARITAN:

Stories from the Los Angeles
Catholic Worker on Skid Row,

is available directly from
the publisher for $15 plus
$5 shipping.

Please Contact:
Theresia deVroom at
310-422-0810 or
e-mail – tdevroom@
lmu.edu

